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Abstract 
Carducci, O.M., The strong perfect graph conjecture holds for diamonded odd cycle-free 
graphs, Discrete Mathematics 110 (1992) 17-34. 
In this paper, we show that the strong perfect graph conjecture holds for a new class of graphs 
which we call diamonded odd cycle-free graphs. The class of diamonded odd cycle-free graphs 
contains the classes of threshold graphs and K,\e-free graphs. 
1. Introduction 
A zero-one matrix A is perfect if {x E [w” 1 Ax c 1, x 2 0} has all integer 
extreme points. Matrix A is balanced if all its submatrices are perfect. A graph G 
is perfect if its clique-node incidence matrix is perfect. In 1961, Berge 
conjectured that a graph G is perfect if and only if G has no node induced 
subgraph that is an odd hole of size greater than or equal to five or the 
complement of an odd hole of size greater than or equal to five. This conjecture, 
known as the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture, remains open today. However 
the conjecture has been proved for several classes of graphs including triangu- 
lated graphs [l], comparability graphs [l], circular arc graphs [12], threshold 
graphs [5], planar graphs [ll], toroidal graphs [8], Ki,,-free graphs [9], and 
K,\e-free graphs [lo, 131. In this paper we show that the conjecture holds for 
graphs with no induced diamonded odd cycle. This generalizes the results of 
Chvatal and Hammer [5] on threshold graphs and of Parthasarathy and Ravindra 
[lo] and Tucker [13] on K,\e-free graphs. 
Let Gs and J, represent the graphs on five nodes shown in Fig. l(a) and l(b) 
respectively. 
* This work was done while the author was a graduate student at Carnegie Mellon University. 
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Fig. l(a). Fig. l(b). 
Definition 1. Let C be an odd cycle. C is a diamonded odd cycle if either 
(a) C induces a G5 or a J,; or 
(b) C has length greater than five, two chords (x, y) and (x, z) with (y, z) an 
edge of C and there exists a node w not on C adjacent to y and z, but not x. 
Moreover no edge of C other than (y, z) is on a triangle induced by the nodes of 
C, see Fig. 2. (In this and subsequent figures, not all nodes are represented.) 
Let A be a zero-one matrix. In addition to viewing A as the clique-node 
incidence matrix of a graph G, we can view A as the node-node incidence matrix 
of a bipartite graph H. The bipartite graph H has a node for each row and each 
column of A with an edge from node i, representing row i, to node j, representing 
column j, if and only if Uii = 1. We will let S be the set of nodes representing the 
rows of A and T the set of nodes representing the columns of A. Since the rows of 
A represent cliques in the graph, G with clique-node incidence matrix A, we will 
sometimes refer to the nodes in S as clique nodes. We will say the bipartite graph 
H is perfect (balanced) if A is perfect (balanced). Note that if a matrix A is the 
clique-node incidence matrix of a bipartite graph, then A is a perfect matrix [l]. 
However, every O-l matrix is the node-node incidence matrix of a bipartite 
graph, some of which are perfect and some of which are not. Throughout the 
remainder of this paper, the matrix associated with a bipartite graph will be its 
node-node incidence matrix. Also, throughout the paper, G will denote a graph 
with no diamonded odd cycle and A will be G’s clique-node incidence matrix. 
Matrix A will have a row for each maximal clique of G only. We will denote the 
bipartite graph whose node-node incidence matrix is A by H. We will say H is 
the bipartite graph representation of G. 
W 
Fig. 2. 
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Since H is bipartite, all cycles of H are even cycles. We will say a cycle C with 
length 2k is bi-even if k is even and bi-odd if k is odd. H is balanced if and only if 
H has no bi-odd holes [2]. A bi-odd cycle has length congruent to 2 mod 4. 
In the interest of brevity, the words congruent to will be left out in the future. 
For a node u in G, we will let N(u) be u together with the set of nodes adjacent 
to U. In H, for a node u E T, we will let N’(u) be the set of nodes at distance less 
than or equal to two from U. Note that since u corresponds to a column of A, 
there will be a node of G, say u’, corresponding to u in H and N2(u) in H 
corresponds to N(u’) in G. Throughout this paper we will say G contains a graph 
G’ when we mean G’ is a node induced subgraph of G. We will let V(G’) denote 
the nodes of G’. The complement of a hole (in G) is called an antihole. 
2. The main results 
Lemma 1. G contains no odd antihole of cardinality n with n > 7. 
Proof. Let G’ be an odd antihole of size n,n 2 7. Label the nodes of G’ such that 
in the complement (1,2,3, . . , n) forms a cycle. The set S = { 1, 3, 5, n, 2) 
induces a Gs. q 
The bipartite graph representations of Gs and of Js are given in Fig. 3 where 
the nodes labeled by letters are clique nodes and the nodes labeled by numbers 
are nodes of T. 
If G has no Gs and no Js then the bipartite graph representation of G has no 
cycles of length 6 with a unique chord. We denote such cycles as Bh (see Fig. 4). 
It is clear that if H has no B,, then H has no G_f or J.:. It is also true that if H 
has no Gf or J.:, then H has no B6. This holds because if clique node a is not 
adjacent to a node of T which is not a neighbor of c, then a does not represent a 
maximal clique of G. The same is true for b. If a and b have a common neighbor, 
labeled say 6, which is not a neighbor of c, then the bipartite graph induced by 
{2,3,4,6, a, b, c} corresponds to a K4 (see Fig. 5) and would be represented by a 
Fig. 3 
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single clique node and four nodes of T. So a and 6 must each have a neighbor 
which is not adjacent to any other node of Be. 
The bipartite graph representation of a diamonded odd cycle of length greater 
than five is given in Fig. 6(a). We will denote the graph given in Fig. 6(b) as C3. 
If we want to assume G has no diamonded odd cycle of length greater than five 
then it is sufficient to assume H has no C3 since if b does not have a neighbor 
different from y and z, then b does not represent a maximal clique. 
Definition 2. A bi-odd hole C is minimal if no subset of its nodes, together with 
at most three nodes not in C induces a smaller bi-odd hold. 
Definition 3. A node not belonging to a hole C but having at least two neighbors 
in C is strongly adjacent to C. A node that is strongly adjacent to C and has an 
odd (even) number of neighbors in C is odd-strongly (even-strongly) adjacent to 
C. 
Definition 4. A bi-odd hole C with length greater than or equal to 10 is an 
imperfect bi-odd hole if there is no clique node strongly adjacent to C with three 
or more neighbors on C. An imperfect bi-odd hole in H corresponds to an odd 
hole in G with length at least five. 
Definition 5. A hole C together with a node v not on C but having at least three 
neighbors on C form a wheel (C, v) with center u. The edges from u to C are the 
spokes of the wheel and a subpath from the endnode of one spoke of the wheel to 
the endnode of another spoke of the wheel not containing any other neighbor of 
X 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. 
u is a sector of the wheel. The interior nodes of a sector S are the nodes of S not 
adjacent to u (see Fig. 7). 
In the remainder, we assume that G is a minimally imperfect graph containing 
no diamonded odd cycles. By Lemma 1, it will suffice to show that G is an odd 
hole. The technique we will use is to show that if G contains no odd holes, then G 
has a star cutset. We will then apply Chvatal’s result which says no minimal 
imperfect subgraph has a star cutset to achieve the desired contradiction. Recall 
that G is a minimal imperfect graph if G is not perfect, but all its induced 
subgraphs are perfect. 
To show that G has a star cutset, we will show that every bipartite graph H 
containing no B6, no C3, and no imperfect bi-odd hole has a node u E T such that 
N’(U) contains a cutset of H. To do this, we will use some results of Conforti and 
Rao to show that there is a node U* E T such that N’(u*) contains all nodes 
odd-strongly adjacent to a minimal bi-odd hole C. We will then show that N2(u*) 
contains a cutset, K, which disconnects C. To show K disconnects C, we choose 
two connected components of C\K and show that if there were a path P 
connecting them, then the subgraph induced by V(C) U V(P) U 9’ would contain 
an imperfect bi-odd hole, where Y = {s E S: s is odd-strongly adjacent to C}. 
Before proving the main results, we will need a few preliminary results. 
Theorem 1 [4]. No minimal imperfect graph has a star cutset. 
Lemma 2 [7]. Let H be a biprtite graph containing no imperfect bi-odd holes. Let 
C be a minimal bi-odd hole in H. All clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C have 
a common neighbor in C. 
Lemma 3 [7]. Let H be a bipartite graph containing no imperfect bi-odd holes. Let 
C be a minimal bi-odd hole in H. If u is even-strongly adjacent to C, then u has 
exactly two neighbors in C, say u1 and u 2, and furthermore there exists a node of C 
adjacent to both u1 and u2. 







Throughout the remainder of the paper, unless othewise stated, we will assume 
H contains no B6, no C3, and no imperfect bi-odd hole. If H has no bi-odd holes, 
then H is balanced and therefore perfect. We will assume H is not balanced. Let 
C be a minimal bi-odd hole of H. 
Lemma 4. C has length greater than or equal to 10. 
Proof. If C has length 6, label the nodes of C clockwise around C by a, 1, b, 2, c, 
3, where the nodes labeled with letters are clique nodes and the nodes labeled 
with numbers are nodes of T. Then nodes 1, 2, 3 form a triangle in G (see Fig. 8) 
and would all be adjacent to a clique node. So there is a clique node odd-strongly 
adjacent to C and H contains a B, (see Fig. 9). Therefore C has length greater 
than or equal to 10. q 
Lemma 5. There exists a node z E T II C such that N2(z) contains all nodes 
odd-strongly adjacent to C. 
Proof. Postponed to Section 3. 
Let 2 be the set of nodes in T fI C such that, for t E 2, N*(z) contains all 
nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C. Let Y = {s E S: s is odd-strongly adjacent to 
Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 10. 
Fix z E Z. Since C is not imperfect, there is a clique node odd-strongly adjacent 
to C. Let u be a clique node odd-strongly adjacent to C with the property that 
when traversing C counterclockwise from z a node adjacent to u is encountered 
before a node adjacent to any other clique node odd-strongly adjacent to C. Let a 
and b be the neighbors oft on C and let c (resp. d) be the neighbor of a (resp. b) 
on C different from z. Let S1 and S, be the sectors of (C, V) containing z (see Fig. 
10). Since H does not contain a B,, at least one of S, or S, has length greater than 
two. If both S, and S, have length greater than two, let K = N2(z)\{c, d}. If one 
of S1 or S, has length two, assume without loss of generality that the sector 
containing a has length two and let K = N2(z)\{d}. 
Lemma 6. Either, (i) for some z E Z, K is a cutset of H with the property that at 
least two connected components of H/K contain a node of T; or 
(ii) there exists z E Z and two connected components of C\K such that if P is a 
shortest path in H\K connecting these two components, the subgraph of H induced 
by V(P) U V(C) U Y contains a minimal bi-odd hole C’ with the property that no 
s E Y is odd-strongly adjacent to C’. 
Proof. Postponed to Section 3. 
Lemma 6 says that if K is not cutset of H, then H contains a bi-odd hole. 
However, the fact that H contains a bi-odd hole does not contradict perfection; 
we need an imperfect bi-odd hole. The following theorem shows that if K is not a 
cutset of H, then H contains an imperfect bi-odd hole. But H does not contain an 
imperfect bi-odd hole, so K is a cutset of H. 
Theorem 2. There exists z E Z such that N’(z) contains a cutset, K, of H with the 
property that at least two of the connected components of H\K contain a node of 
T. 
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Proof. Suppose the theorem is not true. Then part (ii) of Lemma 6 must hold 
and H contains a minimal bi-odd hole C’ with the property that no s E Y is 
odd-strongly adjacent to C’. Since H has no imperfect bi-odd holes, there is a 
clique node x in H which is odd-strongly adjacent to C’. Node x is adjacent to 
three or more nodes of T II C’. All nodes of T on C’ are either on P or C n C’. 
So for any clique node odd-strongly adjacent to C’ either N(x) fl C’ c P or 
N(x) rl C’ fl C # 0. Let pr and p2 be the nodes of P fl C and let ci be the 
component of C containing pi, i = 1, 2. Figs. 11(a)-(d) illustrate the possible 
configurations for x. Note that x has at most two neighbors on C since x is not in 
Y and so is not odd-strongly adjacent to C and if x is even-strongly adjacent to C, 
x has two neighbors on C by Lemma 3. Also, x is not adjacent to z since x has a 
neighbor on P. 
In Figs. 11(a)-(b), there is a (c,, c,)-path containing x that is shorter than P; 
contradicting the choice of P. In Fig. 11(c), (C’, x) is a C3. In Fig. 11(d), the 
(x3, p,)-subpath of P must have length less than or equal to two, since otherwise 
there would be a shorter (cr, c,)-path than P. If the (x3, pi)-subpath of P has 
length two, replace the path (x1, y, x2) on C with the path (x,, x, x2), shortening 
P. If the (.x3, pi)-subpath of P has length one, again replace the path (x,, y, x2) 
Fig. 11(a). Fig. 11(b). Fig. 11(c). 
Fig. 11(d). Fig. 11(e). 
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on C with the path (x1, X, x2) forming C* (see Fig. 11(e)). Since xg is 
even-strongly adjacent to C* by Lemma 3, p, is adjacent to x1 and 
{x1, y, x2, X, xj, p,} induces a B,+ 0 
Theorem 3. The strong perfect graph conjecture holds for the class of graphs not 
containing a diamonded odd cycle. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal imperfect graph not containing a diamonded odd 
cycle. By Lemma 1, it suffices to show G is an odd hole of size greater than or 
equal to 5. Assume not. Let H be the bipartite graph representation of G. H is 
not balanced, so H has a bi-odd hole. G has no diamonded odd cycle and no odd 
hole of size greater than or equal to 5, so H has no B,, no C3, and no imperfect 
bi-odd hole. By Theorem 2 H has a node u E T such that N2(u) contains a cutset 
K. Also, there exist nodes t, and t2 in T with tl in one component of H\K and t2 
in another. Then the node U’ of G corresponding to u is such that N(u’) contains 
a star cutset of G. By Theorem 1 this contradicts the choice of G. 0 
3. The proofs of Lemmas 5 and 6 
Before proving Lemma 5 we will state some results of Conforti and Rao that 
we will need in the proof. 
Let X be a bipartite graph containing no imperfect bi-odd holes, let % be a 
minimal bi-odd hole and let w be a clique node odd-strongly adjacent to %. 
Conforti and Rao have shown the following. 
Lemma 7 [7]. Zf u is a clique node odd-strongly adjacent to % with a neighbor in 
the interior of a sector of (%‘, w), then u has at least one other neighbor in the same 
sector. 
Lemma 8 [7]. All nodes in Todd-strongly adjacent to % have a common neighbor 
in 59. 
Lemma 9 [7]. Zf 1 %I 3 10 then for every node u E Todd-strongly adjacent to % but 
not adjacent to w, u has exactly one neighbor u* in some sector S, of %Y and an 
even number of neighbors in an adjacent sector Si+,. Moreover, u* is adjacent to 
the common node in the two sectors. 
Lemma 10 [7]. If (%I 2 10 then for every node u E T odd-strongly adjacent to % 
but not adjacent to w, the nodes of N(u) 17 % are contained in the same two sectors, 
say S,_, and S,, of the wheel (%, w). 
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Lemma 11 [7]. If u E T is odd-strongly adjacent to %, then one of the following 
holds : 
(i) u is adjacent to all clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to %; or 
(ii) u has a neighbor, say u*, in % such that all clique nodes odd-strongly 
adjacent to % are adjacent to one of the two neighbors of u* in %. 
Recall Lemma 5, which we now will prove. 
Lemma 5. There exists a node z E T such that N’(z) contains all nodes 
odd-strongly adjacent to C. 
Proof. We will consider two cases. 
Case (i): There is no node of T odd-strongly adjacent to C satisfying (ii) of 
Lemma 11. 
Let z be the node of C adjacent to all clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C. 
Every node, x E T, odd-strongly adjacent to C is adjacent to V. Since z is adjacent 
to V, x E N’(z). 
Case (ii): There is a node of T odd-strongly adjacent to C satisfying (ii) of 
Lemma 11. 
Let z be the neighbor of U* described in Lemma ll(ii). z is adjacent to all 
clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C. In particular u is a neighbor of z. Let 
Sk, s/c+, be the sectors of (C, V) containing z. By Lemma 10, if x E T is 
odd-strongly adjacent to C, then either x is adjacent to ZJ or N(x) rl C is contained 
in Sk U Sk+,, so by Lemma 9 a neighbor of x is adjacent to z and x E N2(z). 0 
Definition 6. Let r and s be clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C. Let p 
(resp. q) be a neighbor of r (resp. s) on C. We will say p is next to q if there exists a 
(p, q)-path on C containing no neighbors of any clique node odd-strongly 
adjacent to C. 
Definition 7. A cycle % is starred if its set of chords satisfies the following 
properties: 
(a) there exist two nodes x and y in %‘, called the stars of %, such that every 
chord of % has either node x or node y but not both as its endpoint; 
(b) no other node of (e is the endpoint of two distinct chords; 
(c) no two endpoints of chords are adjacent. 
Theorem 4 [6]. Let % be a starred cycle. If the graph induced by the nodes of % 
has no bi-odd holes, then % has length 2 mod 4 if and only if % has an odd number 
of chords. 
Recall Lemma 6. 
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Lemma 6. Either, (i) for some .z E Z, K (as defined in Section 2) is a cutset of H 
with the property that at least two connected components of H/K contain a node of 
T; or 
(ii) there exists z E Z and two connected components of C\K such that if P is a 
shortest path in H\K connecting these two components, the subgraph of H induced 
by V(P) U V(C) U Y contains a minimal bi-odd hole C’ with the property that no 
s E Y is odd-strongly adjacent to C’. 
The proof of Lemma 6 involves several cases, but the basic argument is the 
same in each case. We will present one case in detail here and sketch the rest. 
Complete details can be found in [3]. 
The main ideas of the proof are as follows. Assume K is not a cutset of H. 
First, we will carefully choose the two components of C\K that P will connect. 
We will choose two connected components so each component will be a path, say 
P, and P2, containing no neighbors of clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C. 
We will choose a shortest path P from PI to P2 in H\K. P may contain nodes of 
C\(P, U P2). We will then show that P does not contain any nodes strongly 
adjacent to PI U P2. In particular, the endpoints of P, s, and t,, are not strongly 
adjacent to P, U P2. We will let s (resp. t) be the node of P, (resp. PJ adjacent to 
s1 (resp. t,). We will then consider four (s, t)-paths in the graph induced by 
V(P,) U V(PJ U Y and the cycles closed by these (s, t)-paths with P. All four 
cycles are starred cycles, so Theorem 4 applies. Three of the four cycles will have 
the same length mod 4 and the fourth will have a different length mod 4. By 
Theorem 4 the three cycles with the same length mod4 must have the same 
number of chords mod 2 and the fourth must have a different number of chords 
mod 2. Which three cycles have the same length mod 4 varies depending on which 
sides of the bipartitions s and t are on, but in every case, the number of chords 
must satisfy an equation which is impossible to satisfy. So by Theorem 4 one of 
the cycles must contain a bi-odd hole. This bi-odd hole has the property that no 
s E Y is odd-strongly adjacent to it. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Assume without loss of generality that S, contains no 
neighbors of clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C. Let z1 (resp. z2) be the 
endpoint of S, (resp. S,) different from z. For the purposes of the argument, two 
clique nodes u and w with N(u) n V(C) = N(w) rl V(C) are redundant, so we will 
assume that N(u) n V(C) f N(w) fl V(C) for all clique nodes u and w odd- 
strongly adjacent to C. 
Case I: S, and S, both have length greater than two and no clique node 
odd-strongly adjacent to C has four or more neighbors in S,. 
Let 9’ be the collection of chordless paths from S, to S, in H\K. If 9 = 0, then 
K is a cutset of H disconnecting S, from S,. S, and S, both have length greater 
than two so the components of H\K containing S1 and S, each contain a node of 
T. If 9 # 0 let P be the shortest (S,, &)-path in 8. Let sI (resp. tl) be the 
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Fig. 12 
endpoint of P adjacent to S1 (resp. S,). If s1 is even strongly adjacent to C with 
both nodes of N(s,) fl C in Si, replace S1 so that si is in S, and shorten P. If s, is 
even-strongly adjacent to C with one neighbor in S1 and the other neighbor in an 
adjacent sector, then if si is not adjacent to u there is a smaller bi-odd hole 
including si contradicting the minimality of C and ifs, is adjacent to V, s, E N’(z). 
A similar argument holds for ti, so we can assume without loss of generality that 
si and t, are not strongly adjacent to C. Let s (resp. r) be the node of Si (resp. S,) 
adjacent to s1 (resp. r,) (see Fig. 12). 
Consider the (s, t)-paths in C: Pab = (s, . . . , a, z, b, . . . , t), Paz, = 
(s, . . . , a, z, 21, z2, . . . , 0, Pzlb = 6, . . . > ~1, 21, z, b, . . . , 4 Pqz, = (s, . . . , 
zt, v, z2, . . . > 9. Let Cab, Grz, G,b, C,,,, be the cycles closed by P with Pab, P,,,, 
P Pz,q, r,b, respectively. Note that no s E Y is odd-strongly adjacent to C,, i E 
{a, zJ, i E lb, z2). Th ere may be chords from P to {z, , z2}. Since H does not 
contain a C3, both (zi, z,)-paths on C have length greater than 2. No node y of P 
is adjacent to both zi and z2 since y cannot be even-strongly adjacent to C by 
Lemma 3 and if y were odd-strongly adjacent to C, then y would not be in H\K. 
Let T,,, Tz, be the set of edges having one endpoint in P and the other endpoint 
as zl, z,, respectively. The cycles C,, i E {a, zl}, j E {b, z2}, are starred cycle with 
the subscripts indicating the star nodes. The set of chords in C, is given by T U q 
where T, and Tb are defined to be empty. 
Ifs and t are on the same side of the bipartition, then either the lengths of Cazz, 
Crib, C,,,, are the same mod 4, say p mod 4, and the length of C,b is (p + 2) mod 4 
(s and t in S) or the lengths of Cab, Cnq, Cz,b are the same mod 4, say p mod 4, 
and the length of C,,,, is (p + 2) mod 4. By Theorem 4, one of the following 
relations holds or else there is a bi-odd hole. 
or 
Neither 
ITI, + ITz,I = IT=,1 + ITbl = IZI + ITz,I + ITnl + IGl (mod21 
ITA + IGI = ITI, + l&l = ITal + ITz,I f ITA + IGI (mod2). 
relation holds, so the graph induced by V(C) U V(P) U 9’ contains a 
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bi-odd hole C’ with no clique node odd-strongly adjacent to C also odd-strongly 
adjacent to C’. 
If s and t are on opposite sides of the bipartition, either the lengths of Cab, 
are the same mod4, say p mod 4, and the length of C ’ 
(“6’: 2FGd 4 (s E T and t E S) or the lengths of Cab, C_, C,,, are the yarn: 
mod 4, say p mod 4, and the length of C,,, is (p + 2) mod 4. By Theorem 4 one of 
the following relations holds or there is a bi-odd hole. 
or 
ITal + IGI = ITz,I + IT,1 = IT,,1 + IGI f IU + ITI, (mod3 
IZI + l&l = IT,,1 + IT,,1 = ITal + ITz,I f IT,1 + IGI (mod2). 
Neither relation can hold, so the graph induced by V(C) U V(P) U Y contains a 
bi-odd hole C’ with no clique nodes odd-strongly adjacent to C also odd-strongly 
adjacent to C’. 
Case II: Both S, and S, have length greater than two and there is a clique node 
odd-strongly adjacent to C with four or more neighbors in S,. 
Let x be such a clique node with the property that when traversing C 
counterclockwise from .zz a neighbor of x, say x,, is encountered before a 
neighbor of any other clique node odd-strongly adjacent to C. Let x* be the 
neighbor of x on Sz closest to z. If x is adjacent to zi, the length of the 
(2, x*)-path in S, must be greater than 2 since if y is the common neighbor of z 
and x* on C, the set {x, x*, y, z, v, z,} induces a B6 (see Fig. 13). So if x is 
adjacent to zi, let x be the center of the wheel and the new wheel is either in 
Case I or Case II. No node will appear as the center of the wheel twice, so the 
procedure will terminate. Let 9 be the collection of chordless paths from S, to 
the (xi, z,)-subpath of Sz in H\K. If 9 = 0, K is a cutset of H disconnecting S1 
from the (x,, z,)-subpath of S,. The component of H\K containing Si and the 
component of H\K containing the (x,, z,)-subpath of S, each contain a node of T. 
If S#0, let P be the shortest path in 9’. Let sl (resp. t,) be the endpoint of P 
adjacent to S, (resp. S,). As in Case I, we can assume without loss of generality 
Fig. 13. Fig. 14 
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that si and tl are not strongly adjacent to C. Let s (resp. t) be the node of S1 
(resp. S,) adjacent to s, (resp. tJ (see Fig. 14). 
Apply the argument from Case I to the paths P,,, = (s, . . . , u, z, x, x1, . . . , t), 
Paz* = (s, . . . , a, 2, 21, 22, . . . , t), P,,,, = (s, . . . 9 ZI, v, z, x, Xl, . . . , 4, pr,zz = 
(s, . . . , Zl, v, z2, . . . , t) and the cycles C,,,, Car*, C,,,,, C,,, formed by P with 
P ax, 7 P,,,, PZ,x,, P,,,,, respectively. 
Case III: S1 has length two and there exists a node w E T odd-strongly adjacent 
to C, not adjacent to v. 
Let the length two sector of C be (z, y, zi). By Lemmas 9 and 11 w is adjacent 
to y and has an even number of neighbors in S,. Let w1 be the neighbor of w 
closest to z2. There is no clique node u odd-strongly adjacent to C with a 
neighbor of u on the (b, wi) path of C since taking u as the center of the wheel 
would violate Lemma 9. If w is adjacent to b the set {z, b, w, y, z,, v} would 
induce a B6 so w is not adjacent to b. Let u be the clique node odd-strongly 
adjacent to C with the property that a neighbor of u (different from z,) is closer 
to zi than any neighbor of any other clique node odd-strongly adjacent to C (U 
may be v). Let u1 be the neighbor of u closest to z,. If there is a clique node x 
odd-strongly adjacent to C with neighbors of x on the interior of the (w,, z,)-path 
of C, take x to be the center of the wheel. If x is not adjacent to z1 then both the 
sectors of (C, x) containing z would have length greater than 2 and the sector 
containing w1 would have no neighbors of a clique node odd-strongly adjacent to 
C so x must be adjacent to zi. So we can assume without loss of generality that 
the (w,, z,)-subpath of C contains no neighbors of clique nodes odd-strongly 
adjacent to C. Let B be the collection of chordless paths from S, to the 
(zi, u,)-path of C\K in H\K. If $3” = 0, K is a cutset of H disconnecting S2 from 
the (z,, u,)-path of C\K. The component of H\K containing S2 and the 
component of H\K containing the (zi, u,)-path of C\K each contain a node of T. 
If P# 0, let P be the shortest path in PP. Let si (resp. t,) be the endpoint of P 
adjacent to S, (resp. the (zi, u,)-path of C\K). As in Case I, we can assume 
without loss of generality that si and t, are not strongly adjacent to C. Let s 
(resp. t) be the node of S2 (resp. the (zi, u,)-path of C\K) adjacent to s, (resp. 
t,). 
We will consider two subcases. 
Case III(a): s ti on the (z, w,)-subpath of& (see Fig. 15(a)). 
Let w, be the first neighbor of w encountered when traversing C from s toward 
z,. Apply the argument from Case I to the paths Pbr, = (s, . . . , b, z, 
v, z1, . . . > t), f’bu, = (s, . . . > b, z, u, ~1, . . . , t)> pw,, = (s, . f . 2 w/c, w, Y, Zlr 
. . . , t), P,,, = (s, . . . , wk, w, y, z, u, ulr . . . , t> and the cycles Cbr,, CL,,, C,,,, 
C wu,, formed by P with Phz,, Pbu,, P,,,,,, P,,,,,, respectively. 
Case III(b): s is on the (wl, z,)-subpath ofS2. 
Case III(b)(i): u #v (see Fig. 15(b)). 
Apply the argument from Case I to the paths PbZ, = (s, . . . , b, z, y, 
z1, . . . , t), Pbu, = (s, . . . , b, z, u, ~1, . . . , t), pz,,, = (s, . . . , zz, v, Zl, . . . 9 t), 
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Fig. 15(a). Fig. 15(b). 
Fig. 15(c). 
P Z2U, = 6, . . . , z,, IJ, z, u, ul, . . . , t) and the cycles C,,,, Chic,, C,,,,, CzzU, formed 
by P with Pbz,, Pbu,, P =*=,, P,,,, respectively. 
Case III(b)(ii): u = u (see Fig. 15(c)). 
Apply the argument from Case I to the paths P,+,,, = (s, . . . , wl, w, 
y, Zl, . . . , t), PW,, = (s, . . . 9 4, w, y, z, u, Ul, . . . , t), PZ?Z, = (s, . . . , z,, u, 
Zl, . . . ? t), Pzzu, = (s, . . . , zz, u, u17 . . . , t> and the cycles G,,, CL,,, Czzz,, C,,,, 
closed by P with P,,,, P,,,,,, P **=,, P,,,, respectively. 
Case IV: Si has length two and every node in T odd-strongly adjacent to C is 
adjacent to v. 
There must be a clique node w odd-strongly adjacent to C with N(v) n C 
# N(w) tl C since if all clique nodes were adjacent to all neighbors of v and 
every node of Todd-strongly adjacent to C is adjacent to v, then any neighbor of 
v could be chosen as z. In particular, since H does not contain a B6, z could be 
chosen so that S, and S, both have length greater than 2. Let w be a clique node 
odd-strongly adjacent to C with N(v) fl C #N(w) II C. Let x be a clique node 
odd-strongly adjacent to C with neighbors in S, such that x has a neighbor X, in S, 
next to z (X may be v). 
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Claim. There is a node, uk, on C different from z adjacent both v and x. 
Proof. Trivial if x = v. Suppose x # v. Then x has an even number of neighbors 
in S, and no neighbors in the interior of S, so x either has a unique neighbor x’ in 
some sector with x’ adjacent to v (by Lemma 7) or x has an even number of 
neighbors in two adjacent sectors and one of x’s neighbors is the common 
endpoint of the sector. 0 
The length of the (z, x,)-path on C cannot be two since if it were and x # v, the 
set {z, v, vk, x, x1, 6) would induce a B6 and if x = v, then the (z, x,)-path on C 
would be S, which has length greater than two. 
Case IV(a): x = W. 
Clearly, some neighbor Of W, Wk, not in S, is next to some neighbor u, of a 
clique node u odd-strongly adjacent to C with u, not adjacent to W (u may be v). 
Let 9’ be the collection of chordless paths in H\K from the (z, x1)-subpath of 
S, to the (u,, wk)-path in C\K. If 9 = 0, then K is a cutset of H disconnecting the 
(tl, x1)-subpath of S, from the (u,, wk)-path in C\K. The components of H\K 
containing the (zl, x1)-subpath of S2 and the component of H\K containing the 
(4, w,)-path in C\ K contain a node of T. If B # 0, let P be the shortest path in 
9. Let s,(resp. t,) be the endpoint of P adjacent to the (z, x,)-path (resp. the 
(u,, w,)-path) in C. As in Case I, we can assume without loss of generality that s, 
and tl are not strongly adjacent to C. Let s (resp. t) be the node of the 
(z, x,)-subpath (resp. the (u,, Wk)-SUbpath) adjacent to s, (resp. tl) (see Fig. 16). 
Apply the argument from Case I to the paths Pbu, = (s, . . . , b, z, u, ul, . . . , t), 
pbwk = (S, . . . , b, Z, W, wk, . . . > t), PI,,, = (S, . . . , XI, X, 2, U, UI, . . . > t), px,w* = 
(s, . . . , xl, w, wk, . . . , t) and the cycles C,,,, Cbwk, C,,,,, C,,, formed by P with 
P bu,> Pbwk, P,,,,, PX,wk, respectively. 
Case IV(b): x = v. 
N(w) fl C #N(v) n C by choice of v, so w has neighbors in the interior of 
some sector Sj of C. Let Zj and Zj-1 be the endpoints of Sj. Since H contains no C, 
Fig. 16 
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one of zj, z~_~ # zl, z,. Assume without loss of generality that Zj fz,, z,. If 
possible, choose zi so that 2, and zi are not endpoints of the same sector. Choose 
w so some neighbor w, of w is as close to .zi as possible. If there exists a clique 
node q odd-strongly adjacent to C with a neighbor of q between zj and wk, either 
N(v) II C # N(q) n C in which case replace w with q; or N(v) n C c N(q) fl C in 
which case, let q be the center of the wheel, and x = q. If q becomes the center of 
the wheel, q is not adjacent to wk since if q is adjacent to wk, the set 
{z, w, w,, ZJ, q, v*} induces a B, where v* is a neighbor of v on C not 
adjacent to w. Assume without loss of generality there are no clique nodes 
odd-strongly adjacent to C with neighbors on the (zj, w,)-subpath of C. Let B be 
the collection of chordless paths in H\K from S2 to the (Zj, Wk)-path of C\K. If 
P= 0, K is a cutset of H disconnecting S, from the (zi, wk)-path in C\K. The 
component of H\K containing S, and the component of H\K containing the 
(zi, w,)-path in C\K each contain a node of T. If 9 # 0 let P be the shortest path 
in 6. Let s1 (resp. tl) be the end-node of P adjacent to S2 (resp. the lzj, wk)-path 
of C). As in Case I, we can assume without loss of generality that s, and t1 are 
not strongly adjacent to C. Let s (resp. t) be the node of S2 (resp. the 
(zj, w,)-subpath of C) adjacent to s1 (resp. tl) (see Fig. 17). 
Apply the argument from Case I to the paths Pbz, = (s, . . . , b, z, v, Zj, . . . , t), 
Pb,,,* = (s, . . . , b, z, w, w,, . . . > t>, pxIzi = (3, . . . > xt 7 v, zj* . . . , l), px,wk = 
(s, . . . , xl, v, 2, w, wk, . . . 9 t) and the cycles Chz,, Chwk, C, ,=,, C,,, closed by P 
with Pbz,, Pbwk, Pxlz,, Px,wk, respectively. 
Case IV(c): x # 21, w. 
Claim. N(W) n N(x) n C E N(v) n C. 
Proof. Let W, E (N(W) n N(x) n C)\(N(v) n C). Since x f v, W, N(v) n C c 
N(x) n C. Then the set {w, wk, X, z, v, v*} induces a B6 where v* is a neighbor 
of v on C not adjacent to w. 0 
Let x be the center of the wheel. N(w) fl C 4 N(x) n C, so w has neighbors in 
the interior of some sector of (C, x). Now we are in Case IV(b) where x is the 
center of the wheel. q 
W 
Fig. 17. 
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